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Nuclear Chemistry Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
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A telescope of silicon semiconductor detectors has been used to"" " 

study light nuclei ejected from a uranium target borrlbarded with 

5.5-GeV protons. Addition of tirrie~of-flight t~ the prevlously 

used particle-identification technique has established the 

" 17 13 
existence of C and the particle instability of "Be. 

The interaction of GeV protons with a high-Z target leads to the 

copious/production of isotopes of the light elements with energy distributions 

peaking near or somewhat below the nominal Coulomb barrier for the target 

element but extending to much higher energies. We are engaged in a systematic 

study of the energy and angular distribution characteristics of these frag-

ments. with a particle identifier system which is based on the measurement of 

energy losses in thin semiconductor detectors. Studies of fragment production 

have made it clear that all isotopes of the light elements are made in such 

reactions and, consequently, that a systematic search for previously unreported 

particle-stable isotopes can be carried out. In a previous publicationl we 

demonstrated the utility of the technique by proving the existence of llLi, 

14B"". 15 10 and B, the particle instability of Li, and the probable particle 

. t 1:"1" t "~ 13B 1n8 ,8 II 1'J' 01 .e. In the present note we report new results which depend 
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upon an extension of the earlier, technique to include mass identification by 

atime-of-flight measurement in addition to particle identification by energy.,. 

loss measurements. 

The experiment viaS performed by using the Bevatron1s 5.5-GeV external 

2 " ' , 
proton beam to bombard a uraniu.rn metal target of 27 mg/ cm 'thickness placed in 

the center of an evacuated 36-in. diameter scattering chamber. Beam pulses 

11 
0.6 sec long and containing about 3 X 10 protons occurred every six seconds. 

In a pr\:;liminary experiment not involving time-of-flight a telescope of phos-

phorus-diffused silicon counters was located 22 cm from the target at an angle 

of 30 degrees to the beam; it consisted of two liE detectors (61 and 46 fl thick), 

an E detector (195 fl),and a rejection detector. 'A small magnet (to deflect 

2 
electrons) and a 1. 2-mg/ cm nickel foil (to stop spallation recoils) were 

placed in front of the telescope. The first and third detectors were collimated 

to 4 X 6 rlL'll. Details of the circuitry employed with the detectors to effect 

, , 2 
the particle identification can be found elsewhere. Figure l' shows the par-

ticle spectru.rn covering the region of the Be, B, C, and N isotopes which 

resulted from 35 hr of data collection. The improved resolution in the carbon 

region over our previous work is due to a decrease in the power-law exponent 

of the particle identifier from 1.7 to 1.6 and an increase in the minimwn 

energy required, from the E dete'ctor from 20 to 30 MeV. 
14 

The isotopes, Band 

15B are nicely reproduced in Fig. 1 and it is now quite clear that 13Be does 

t . t 3 no eXlS • However, in an attempt to determine the existence of other isotopes 

• 

a difficulty arose in that the particle-identifier signals corresponding to the ~; 

heaviest isotopes of one element overlapped those for the lightest isotopes of 

the neA~ element. Hence it is clear that measurement of energy losses in thin 
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detectors is not sufficient for an unambiguous identification. For. example, 
14'· . " 8 

in Fig. 1 the expected position of Be is. under the 101-1 s ide of the B peak 

• . 18C I' . . th 1m' 't . 12N 'Tl . and that expect-ed for les very near e own lSO ope • . 'lere appears 

. \J to 'be evidence for .a 17 Cpeak . in this figure but in order to ver ify this and 

• 
. , '. 

to resolve some of the other am~igu:i.ties we decided to change our apparatus to 

pel~mit measurement of an additional . parameter ,the time-of-flight of the frag-

ments, and from this and their energy to obtain an independent determination 

of fragment mas s . 

The telescope used for the combined time-of-flight, particle-identifi-

cation rneasurementsconsisted of five detectors at an angle o:t45° to the beam. 

The first, at a distance of 18 cm from the target, was· 31 fl thick and was used 

dnly to obtain a start time signal. The second detector, at a distance of 38 cm 

from the target, was 60 fl thick and was used both to obtain a stop time signal 

and a [ill signal for the particle identifier. The next counter was a 46 fl thick 

6E detector, followed by a 195 fl E detector, and finally by a rejection detector. 

The preamplifiers used for the detectors from which timing signals were derived 

were integrally mounted with the det.ectors ·in the vacumn chamber. The signals 

were sent. to fast amplifiers with 30 ns double delay-line shaping and then to 

tunnel-diode discriminators operating on the zero-crossing signal. The dis-

criminator outputs then went to a time-to-amplitude converter .. In a. preliminary 

experiment a flight path of only three cm was used in order to determine the 

zero time and the time resolution. The net walk of time with pulse height was 

found to be less than 0.05 ns for the energies deposited by all fragments from 

7Be to 15N• The time resolution varied from 1/3 ns for 15N up to 1/2 ns for 

,7Be . The time-of-flight signal t, and E
T

, the total energy deposited in the E 
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detector and the two liE detectors, were sent. to a circuit which performed the 

2 
analogue calculation EIr X t and thus produced a signal proportional to the 

mass of the fragment. The mass signal and the parti~le signal were then 

stored in a4096-channel two-parameter analyzer. The data obtained in 2 days 

of data collection are presented as a particle spectrum in Fig. 2 and show 

clear evidence for a l7C peak. Mass spectra were then summed for the ten 

indicated regions in the particle spectrum anCl.these are plotted in Fig. 5. 

Actually, because of radiation d~ma;ge to the detectors which caused a slight 

degradation of the particle spectrdmbut not the mass spectrum, the data in 

Fig. 3 correspond to a running time 2 1/2 times longer than the data in Fig.·2. 

Almost all the events which fell in the 17 C region of the particle spectrlL.'ll 

also fell in the mass 17 region of the mass spectrum, thus clearly proving the 

exi.stence of. 17 C . 

By looking at Fig. 1, one might have been tempted to ascribe a peak to 

18 C but the t i.rne-of-flight data indicate fewer events and most of them do not fall 

in the mass 18 region. AsslL.'lling a yield ratio of 18C/17C similar to the 16C/15C 

or 15B/ 14B ratios one would have 18 
expected about ten C events. In fact only 

three events are consis.tent with 
18 

C. so that we are presently unable to deter-

mine experimentally whether 18c is particle stable. It is likely that most of 
12 . 

the other events are N fragments even though for some unknown reason their 

masses appear slightly high. 

In a separate experiment with a different version of the equipment 
.. 14 

which gave somewhat worse mass resolution a search was made for Be. A limit 

could be set only a factor of four lower than the nu..rnber expected assuming the 

14 12 ... 12 10 
Be/Be Yleld ratlO was the same as the observed Be/ Be ratio. Thus our 

• 
\.J 

t 

~I 
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11 . '. 
results are inconclusiye concerning the particle . stability of +Be: However, 

this same : experiment easily exhibited 'mass peaks. for~lLi and '15Bas . expected. 
. . • .. . . . 4 . D . . . 
Garvey aJ;ld Kelson predicted the instability of . Be but VJere unable 

. to make a clear prediction for 17 c, . Of course the ~xistence ~f 1 7Cmakes . it 
. .. . . 

. ' 18 . 
certain that .' C,· an even-even isotope, .also i~. partic~e' st~b~e . 

WeVJish tqthank R. P. Lothrop and M. D. Roach for making the detectors. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Particle spectrum derived from energy loss measurements in semi-

conductor detectors. The fragments were produced by the bombardment of 

uranium by 5.5 GeV protons. The three arrows indicate in order the 

. ,17 18 12 ( 
positions that would be expected for C, C, and N. Peak areas do 

not accurately reflect relative yields because of the narrow and different 

ranges of total energy accepted for each isot()pe~): 

Fig. 2. Particle spectrum obtained during the combined time-of-flight, par-

ticle-identification experiment. The double-headed arrows indicate the 

regions for which the mass spectra are slimmed and presented in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Mass spectra derived from time-of-flight and energy measurements. 

Each mass spectrum corresponds to a region in the particle spectrQ~ 

indicated in Fig. 2. 
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